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Right at that moment, the robot’s alarm went off and it alerted her that something
was approaching fast. She immediately switched the robot to sleep mode and it
looked just like a normal robot.

Even if someone noticed it, they would only think that it was a toy robot that had
accidentally fallen onto the floor. However, Xyla paled in shock when she saw
that thing approaching.

Within seconds, the robot was brutally dragged, crashed and hit around while
being bitten by something. Soon, the image disappeared and it was no longer
connectable. It seemed like it was damaged. The last scene that transmitted was
a ferocious dog head.

It seemed like the dog in Sophia’s house noticed the robot. Actually, it turned out
to be better since it helped Xyla to destroy the evidence. Those pictures were
sufficient!

Meanwhile in Villa No.8 at The Imperial, Sophia, who wore a pink bunny
loungewear, was sitting beside Michael. She kept her head low and didn’t dare to
make a sound. On the opposite sofa sat the vice chancellor of Bayside
University, a serious expression on his face.

“—It’s a big issue that Sophia took the examination for somebody else. She was
recorded by the surveillance camera and according to the university regulations,
she must be given a demerit!”

Recently, some lecturers noticed that an academic underachiever, who had
always struggled to pass had suddenly scored three full marks in a row and



became the top of the class. Therefore, the lecturer had to look into it. After
investigating, they found something fishy.

It turned out that the academic underachiever found someone to take the
examination for him. It was the second year’s Physics midterm examination but
the one who took the examination was a first-year from economic law. Most
importantly, she was the top of the class!

Further investigation revealed that it was Sophia. They were shocked that she
took the examination for someone else! In the past hundred years since Bayside
University was founded, this was the first time something like that happened.

The course lecturer didn’t know how to settle this matter. If he were to punish her,
he would lose such a genius student, who took the second year’s examination
when she was just in her first year and was studying a different major! If they let
her off, he would be violating the university’s regulations. If the higher levels
investigated it, he would be the one suffering the consequence.

He didn’t breathe a word to anyone and just secretly reported it to the vice
chancellor. After hearing about that, the vice chancellor checked on those who
had achieved an unbelievable high score recently, especially those
underachievers that suddenly passed with flying colors.

Upon checking, he realized that Sophia was involved in all those cases. Even
more surprising, she worked part-time at the university by specifically taking
examinations for the others! Therefore, the vice chancellor paid them a visit in
person today.

Hearing that she was getting a demerit, Sophia instantly tugged anxiously on
Michael’s matching pajamas. Michael held her hand and laughed. “It’s a small
matter. She just took examinations for the others. You can just turn a blind eye to
that!”



The vice chancellor hesitated. How could he turn a blind eye to that? Taking
examinations for others was an extremely serious issue! However, the decision
to give Sophia a disciplinary action had yet to be discussed.

Michael went to sit beside the vice chancellor and patted his shoulder. “My chica
is such a high achiever in academics. Can you bear to give her a disciplinary
action?”

The vice chancellor almost pulled his hair out in frustration. Sophia was indeed a
rare genius, who scored the highest from South Bayside Highschool during the
university entrance examination. Other than losing marks in subjective questions,
she almost scored full marks in objective questions.

She had completed her grade examination during her first year and even passed
two language grade examinations. She not only passed the grade examination
for her major but also ‘helpfully’ passed a few examinations for others.

Lately, she had been attending classes at the School of Computer Science.
According to the course lecturer, she was coping well. The last student that had
such great talent was Cooper Mitchell…

However, the vice chancellor refused to give in. “Michael, you know it too.
Although I’m your uncle, I’m also the vice chancellor of Bayside University. This is
violating my principle…”

“I’ll donate a multipurpose building,” Michael said absentmindedly.

The vice chancellor’s will started to waver.

“With an addition of five million in student grants.”

Upon hearing that, the vice chancellor remained upright on the outside but his
heart was roaring with excitement.

Michael continued, “Set a date and venue. I’ll even give a talk.”



“Alright. You can leave the rest to me!” The vice chancellor was waiting for that;
he quickly patted his chest and agreed. Truth be told, he wasn’t planning to give
Sophia a demerit since the start. He came here today just to ask Michael about
the talk. Five years ago, Michael promised to give a talk at Bayside University but
it wasn’t fulfilled even till now!

Only after the vice chancellor and Michael agreed on the time and venue for the
talk did he leave gleefully. He not only fixed a time for the talk, he also gained a
building! This was truly a rewarding trip.

Michael sent the vice chancellor off. When he came back, he saw Sophia sitting
obediently on the sofa in the living room, seemingly waiting for his criticism.
Since she was so adorable, how could he bear to criticize her? Gently, he
pinched her cheeks and said, “Alright.

I’m not going to criticize you today. Go complete your homework now. After that,
clean up and wait for me in the room.”

Blushing, Sophia bowed her head and dashed up the stairs. Watching as she
rushed up the stairs, Michael looked satisfied. Gemma chose that moment to
appear. “Boss, I intercepted a signal just now and found a sneak shot robot.
However, it is already destroyed by Young Master Stan’s dog.”

Michael raised his eyebrows. “Did it take any photos?”

Gemma replied, “It captured a photo where the vice chancellor and madam held
hands.”

Michael touched his chin and smiled. “Let it be for now. I want to see what they
are up to.”

Meanwhile, Stanley was still in Sophia’s study. He had been here since this
morning because he wanted to discuss some academic theories with Sophia. He
already had his hands full studying while building a career. At the same time, he
had to squeeze some time to tutor Sophia because he realized that she was



indeed gifted in this respect. If he trained her now, she could work for him in the
future.

Nathan sat to one side, staring at Stanley while he tutored Sophia. At that
moment, Stanley’s huge Husky suddenly bumped open the door with its head,
carrying a toy robot in his mouth. Nathan instantly spotted the toy in the dog’s
mouth and he grabbed at it, playing with it curiously.

Stanley, who saw the toy, immediately recognized it upon closer inspection.
“Nate, where did you get that toy from? That is a sneak shot robot!”

A sneak shot robot? Looking at the toy that Judge had bitten and damaged
beyond recognition, Sophia was shocked. If she wasn’t mistaken, that robot was
sent in along with the pile of gifts from Joe. Did it secretly take any photos?
Judging from the current condition of the robot, it was probably damaged. It
couldn’t take photos now, could it?

Stanley brought some tools and dismantled the robot within seconds. Upon
checking the chip and internal installation, he said, “This model of sneak shot
robot that is created by Huffs Technology can be turned into anything requested
by the clients. It can be controlled remotely but it’s weak in distinguishing objects.
Besides, it has an obvious weakness. It can’t withstand any knocks so Judge can
crush it into pieces with a bite.” Judge replied with a bark.

After dismantling that robot, Stanley connected its storage chips to the computer.
He then found some photos including the vice chancellor and a photo that
showed the vice chancellor holding hands with Sophia.


